Minutes
FACULTY SENATE
UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

November 10, 2015
4:30 - 5:48 p.m.

Location: Anschutz Medical Campus – Academic Office 1 Building, Room 7000

Welcome – Faculty Senate President Jennifer Richer, MD, called meeting to order. Approval of Minutes from October, 2015, meeting. Approved as dispensed.

Dean Reilly’s Comments
Coca Cola gift Global Energy Balance Denver returned, as it was determined by University leadership that the gift would not be able to achieve its intended purpose.

Senior Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs interview process ongoing and likely wrapped up soon.

Application deadline for grant Transformational Research Initiative due in December, 2015. More Information and responses to Frequently Asked Questions can be found at:
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/medicalschool/research/Transformational%20Research%20Funding/Pages/Frequently-Asked-Questions.aspx

Discussion Items

Anne Libby, PhD
Dr. Libby described several career development programs that are aimed at improving the quality of the mentor-mentee dynamics and are provided to University faculty for free.
Colorado Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute (CCTSI)
http://www.ucdenver.edu/research/CCTSI/Pages/cctsi.aspx

Colorado Mentoring Training Program (CO-Mentor Program)
http://www.ucdenver.edu/research/CCTSI/education-training/CO-Mentor/Pages/default.aspx

Structured, evidenced-based, mentoring provides instruction to faculty members who have mentored others for years, but have not had formal training. Evidence-based strategies will teach mentor/mentee pairs the skills they need to get the most out of their mentoring relationships.
Most training occurs in mentor/mentee pairs; however, some activities will be for mentors or mentees separately. The goal is to help participants build practical, overarching skills for mentoring success. Topics include career mapping and career plan development, CV review, personal statements, biosketch, letters of support, networking, and communications.

**Leadership for Innovative Team Science (LITeS)**
[http://www.ucdenver.edu/research/CCTSI/education-training/LITeS/Pages/default.aspx](http://www.ucdenver.edu/research/CCTSI/education-training/LITeS/Pages/default.aspx)

Leadership for Innovative Team Science (LITeS) is a year-long program designed for senior and mid-career faculty and academic administrators (typically at the rank of Associate Professor or higher) who aspire to improve their management and leadership skills. This program provides professional and executive training tailored to the needs of academics in the biomedical, clinical, and health sciences. An important goal of the program is to create and sustain a strong network of colleagues who, in addition to their own work, will train the next generation of clinical and translational scientists at the University of Colorado Denver | Anschutz Medical Campus. The selection process includes the nomination by a prior participant, your chair, or a dean.

**Clinical Faculty Scholars**
[http://www.ucdenver.edu/research/CCTSI/education-training/CFSP/Pages/default.aspx](http://www.ucdenver.edu/research/CCTSI/education-training/CFSP/Pages/default.aspx)

Structure mentored research training for junior faculty who want to do outcomes and clinical research. To help emerging investigators obtain a career development award (K08, K23 or foundation equivalent), or a first independent, extramural project award (R21, R01 or equivalent) through guided project development, educational seminars, grant writing classes, and mentorship participants. Each Faculty Scholar will submit an individual career development plan and receive regular individual mentorship from four experienced senior researchers in clinical epidemiology, health services research, biostatistics, and health economics. Faculty from any department can participate, 5 faculty accepted per year. Prospective applicants must have tuition support from their home department/division and obtain at least 50% protected time for research during the two years of enrollment.

**Doris Duke Institutional Grant** called the “Fund to Retain Clinical Scientists” grant. Junior Faculty Physicians who have external funding that can provide support to individuals who are struggling with family care issues, with an annual awards of $33,000 each. Five candidates will be considered.
Michael Miller and Stefanie Emerson update on CU Doctors Website
http://www.cudoctors.com

Stefanie Emerson update
cudoctors.com is a site that you update your physician profile. This information is fed to PRISM, UCH, Vitals, Children’s, and Healthgrades. The life cycle of the data is managed in this regard. In January, we will launch and the goal is for faculty to have an easier time of managing this data.

Michael Miller technical aspects of cudoctors.com
cudoctors is changing. Login with your typical account login. Reviewers are already working with your department to make accurate profiles of physicians. The site will be mobile compatible. Integrate UPI data with and other databases, so the data is consistent and integrated across other platforms, like (Internal) Childrens, (External) Vitals Healthgrades

This website is expected to have 30,000 visits per month, expect 350,000 visits annually. Yearly, 800 patients come to make an appointment.

Rita Lee Leadership in Educational Administration Program (LEAP)
http://www.ucdenver.edu/academics/colleges/medicalschool/education/academy/Pages/Leadership-in-Educational-Administration-Program-(LEAP).aspx

Housed in the Academy of Medical Educators, LEAP strives to develop a cadre of highly skilled educational leaders who will move education forward locally, nationally, and internationally. This program, combined with the existing faculty programs on campus, will position the CUSOM as a national leader in health professions education.

Candidates will be selected on a competitive basis, using the following criteria:
- Meets pre-requisite requirements
- Demonstrates commitment to the program
- Promise for future leadership potential
- A committee consisting of senior education and campus leaders will select participants from the pool of candidates

Deadline for Application is December 11, 2015

Senator Nurcio: “Could the Dean please comment on the expansion of UCHealth?”

Dean Reilly: “The focus is more of a population health focus away from fee for service. UCHealth has a small footprint in the market (9-10%) but aims to increase it over years. Implications for the school of medicine include coordinating the construction of a primary care network within UCHealth. UCHealth plans on building ambulatory care facilities throughout the Denver Metropolitan Area, so that
patients will have increased convenience for ambulatory visits. This will be a partnership between the SOM and UCHealth and is designed to put us in a position to roll out a clinically integrated network in 2017.”

No New Business

Meeting Adjourned by Faculty Senate President Jennifer Richer, MD at 5:48 pm.